The next UUCC meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, May 1, 2013, at 4:00 p.m. in Ullsvik 207. Please call the chair regarding a substitute if you cannot attend.

AGENDA:
1. Approval of April 17, 2013 minutes.
2. Approval of April 24, 2013 agenda.
3. Core Curriculum Move to Consent –
   a. SPCH_SPEECH1010_GE_13_001, SPEECH 1010-Public Speaking
   b. SPCH_SPEECH2010_GE_13_002, SPEECH 2010-Speech Communication for Teachers
   c. SPCH_SPEECH2250_GE_13_003, SPEECH 2250-Communication & Leadership in Small Groups
   d. SPCH_SPEECH3250_GE_13_004_REVISED, SPEECH 3250-Interpersonal Communication
   e. LANG_GERMAN1240_GE_13_005_REVISED, GERMAN 1240-Elementary German
   f. LANG_GERMAN1340_GE_13_006_REVISED, GERMAN 1340-Elementary German
   g. LANG_FRENCH1040_GE_13_009_REVISED, FRENCH 1040-Elementary French
   h. LANG_FRENCH1140_GE_13_010_REVISED, FRENCH 1140-Elementary French
   i. COLL_BIOLOGY1020_GE_13-011, BIOLOGY 1020-Bioquest
   j. MATH_MATH1630_GE_13_013, MATH 1630-Finite Mathematics with Applications
   k. MATH_MATH1830_GE_13_014, MATH 1830-Elementary Statistics
   l. MATH_MATH2450_GE_13_015, MATH 2450-Pre-Calculus
   m. MATH_MATH2530_GE_13_016, MATH 2530-Trigonometry and Analytic Geometry
   n. MATH_MATH1930_GE_13_017, MATH 1930-Mathematical Explorations
   o. MATH_MATH2030_GE_13_018, MATH 2030-Mathematics for Educators
   p. MATH_MATH2640_GE_13_052, MATH 2640-Calculus 1

4. Core Curriculum New Business
   a. COLL_UWPSTUDY1010_GE_13_012
   b. WELL_PHYSED1000_GE_13_019, PHYSED 1000-Fitness Assessment & Management
   c. WELL_PHYSED1020_GE_13_020, PHYSED 1020-Criminal Justice Fitness
   d. WELL_PHYSED1040_GE_13_021, PHYSED 1040-Canoeing, Kayak and/or Rafting
   e. WELL_PHYSED1100_GE_13_022, PHYSED 1100-Seasonal Activities
   f. WELL_PHYSED1110_GE_13_023, PHYSED 1110-Weight Training
   g. WELL_PHYSED1120_GE13_024, PHYSED 1120-Aerobic Weight Training
   h. WELL_PHYSED1130_GE_13_025, PHYSED 1130-Badminton
   i. WELL_PHYSED1140_GE_13_026, PHYSED 1140-Basketball
j. WELL_PHYSED1150_GE_13_027, PHYSED 1150-Cycling
k. WELL_PHYSED1200_GE_13_028, PHYSED 1200-Self Defense
l. WELL_PHYSED1210_GE_13_029, PHYSED 1210-Golf
m. WELL_PHYSED1220_GE_13_030, PHYSED 1220-Hydroaerobics
n. WELL_PHYSED1230_GE_13_031, PHYSED 1230-Jogging/Walking
o. WELL_PHYSED1250_GE_13_032, PHYSED 1250-Relaxation
p. WELL_PHYSED1280_GE_13_033, PHYSED 1280-Personal Conditioning
q. WELL_PHYSED1290_GE_13_034, PHYSED 1290-Racquetball/Badminton
r. WELL_PHYSED1300_GE_13_035, PHYSED 1300-Personal Fitness
s. WELL_PHYSED1310_GE_13_036, PHYSED 1310-Scuba Diving
t. WELL_PHYSED1330_GE_13_037, PHYSED 1330-Cross Country Skiing
u. WELL_PHYSED1340_GE_13_038, PHYSED 1340-Soccer
v. WELL_PHYSED1360_GE_13_039, PHYSED 1360-Canoeing, Kayak and/or Rafting
w. WELL_PHYSED1370_GE_13_040, PHYSED 1370-Dance Technique & Practice
x. WELL_PHYSED1380_GE_13_041, PHYSED 1380-Triathlon Training
y. WELL_PHYSED1390_GE_13_042, PHYSED 1390-Racquet Sports
z. WELL_PHYSED1400_GE_13_043, PHYSED 1400-Fitness/Activity
aa. WELL_PHYSED1410_GE_13_044, PHYSED 1410-Swimming
bb. WELL_PHYSED1430_GE_13_045, PHYSED 1430-Tennis
cc. WELL_PHYSED1440_GE_13_046, PHYSED 1440-Volleyball
dd. WELL_PHYSED1450_GE_13_047, PHYSED 1450-Wallyball/Volleyball
ee. WELL_PHYSED1460_GE_13_048, PHYSED 1460-Yoga/Pilates
ff. WELL_PHYSED1530_GE_13_049, PHYSED 1530-Bowling
gg. WELL_PHYSED1620_GE_13_050, PHYSED 1620-Aikido
hh. WELL_PHYSED1640_GE_13_051, PHYSED 1640-Downhill Skiing

5. Core Curriculum Update

6. Announcements
   a. Associate Vice Chancellor David Van Buren
   b. Academic Planning Council (APC) – Mark Meyers –
   c. Assessment Oversight Rep & Dir. Gen Ed/Assess. Coordinator (AOC) – Shane Drefcinski
   d. University International Education Committee (UIEC) – Review any minutes
   e. Other – Reminder there will be a UUCC meeting Wednesday, May 15, 2013, in Ullsvik 2007.

7. Adjournment

Respectfully submitted,
Becky Trefz